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In agreement with the characterizations that one comes up with in a Google search, “alt lit” is
primarily confessional, in first person, it has a sloppy and spontaneous syntax furnished by
G-chats, Facebook posts or tweets, there’s a high level of infantilism combined with the emo
discourse and social phobia of kids that didn’t stray too far from their computers during their
teenage years, it shows runaway emotions or a complete lack of feelings, it’s made up of an
army of young, middle-class white males that imitate Tao Lin with a poetry of boringness united
to the artifice of transparency.



For those less favorable towards the movement, the most recent ‘alt lit’ is giving light to a new
‘obamist’ optimism that doesn’t only under-represent the oppressed within the empire, but that
also celebrates the erratic passions of the post-pubescents of an opulent country.

.. Lolita Copacabana y Hernán Vanoli, Alt Lit: Literatura norteamericana actual, Interzona,
2014).        (Translation: Kevin Cole / gokiburi, 2014)

Michael Hessel-Mial -- The internet itself, in all its quirks and problems, brings out a side of
poetry that is new for us, and takes older things and puts them in a new light. The biggest thing,
and this is where macros come in, is that populism/democratization (a big thing i want to
encourage) has a different meaning now. For the last few generations it was poetry that
approximated “plain speech,” now its about easing restrictions on what media is art. People who
have never written a poem can make a macro or screenshot something they sent to somebody
else. or submit a snapchat. These media are also indicators of relationships, perspectives,
voices – embracing these and bringing out their inherent worth as poetry opens to other kinds of
poetic styles on all levels.
But I think the macro is maybe what takes it into another gear. Macros bring in collage and
screenshot, plays of color and spacing, *alongside* language work — it’s really a very
‘born-digital’ form. There’s precedent for it, for sure (My friends have turned me onto folks like
Jenny Holzer and other 80s artists), but for me it started with the image macros of meme
culture. But the macro is evolving, and I think it’s important to see internet poetry — and its
genres/forms — as evolving. post-irony and flarf were at the center of the game for a while, and
now it’s moved into collage and evocative statements coming from texts and subtweets. And it’ll
go somewhere else, changing with our own experiences, and with the shifting current of social
media. Four to five years ago Tao Lin was the most internet thing to happen to poetry, and
people just getting into the game 4-5 years from now (when people born in the 00s start
writing/publishing) will make things we won’t be able to predict.
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Joseph Nechvatal -- A cut-up method consists of cutting up and randomly reassembling various
fragments of something to give them a completely new and unexpected meaning. 1+1=3.
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Charles Bernstein  --  In the collection of Mapuche poets, Elicura Chihuailaf writes that “Poetry
does not merely safeguard the cultural identity of a people, it generates it.” In this way,
Chihuailaf emphasizes the productive forces of poetry in contrast to the reproductive reflexes of
cultural theory. A poetics of the Americas would be less concerned with analyzing the themes
and cultural narratives produced in Spanish and English fiction than in listening for – and
composing – a collage of distinct language practices across the Americas. In replacing theme
and system – “comparison” and “symbology” in Olson’s terms -- with overlays, palimpsests, and
collage, I am suggesting that we conceptualize our Americas as a hypertextual or syncretic
constellation, with alphabetic, glyphic, and a/oral layers. A constellation is an alternative model
for understanding what is often characterized as fragmentation, parataxis, isolation, insularity,
atomization, and separate development. Hypertextuality maps a syncretic space that articulates
points of contact and that potentiates both spatial connections among discrepant parts and
temporal overlays that merge or melt into one another.
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parallel to manifold fifth impulse.

“The deadening problem for artists is the poisonous myths that our society perpetrates about
their social role. We are expected to ‘create’ instead of participate. The importance of art is
nullified while art is placed on a silly pedestal. This is historically a recent and minority view



about the purpose of art.”  – Jimmie Durham
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